AdvertisementI
E ASTHMATIC & CONSUMpTlvt
L most prevalent and fatal „fj
diseases incident to civilized •
'theTPtr°nrmay ger,eral|ybe'S
the least alarming of disarm f’
,ut neglected Cold ! By estimai^
ars that onb hundred Am f '‘"’
no persons die annually of the f ?
Most of these dreadful '±
att«ibuied to common Colds -in?
”
<>f the harrassing
nerally ensues, which is „¿e“
jy difficult breathing, pain in ¿¡J
Ulcerated Lungs. Violent
1 AslhnMIic attacks also bring
■ptive symptoms. One or t»^
'ended in the purchase of
ELFE’S ASTHMATIC Pllu

I tie attention to their timely aij,Z
i, will psually ensure a mitigation<(
»orders, and generally effect a CUB
l(s are also an easy and effectual tf,
the symptoms preceding and
ying the Asthma and Co„s„raptio'
Ids, coughs, difficulty of breaihin.’
s and strictures across the chest
g, pain in the side, spitting of blood*
ew cases can occur of any ofthi!
disorders in which the p,irehasf„
Relles Pills will not find arichrt.
their trifling expenditure. PrjCP
□xes, 30 Pills, $l • halfdo.l2Pilbf
TO THE

KFLadies I

HILL and sound Teeth are belli
an ornament and a blessing. T|ie
'uriiy for their advantage is to be
i the use of the
ISH ANTISEPTIC DEJVTRIFICK

elegant Tooth Powder, with a very
J, eradicates the Scurvy in the gums
-vents the accumulation of Tarter
iot only blackens, but loosens the
nd accelerates their decay. The
ce thus removes the prevailing cans,
nnsive breath, preserves the healthiI floridness of the gums, and renders
) beautifully white. 1’rice 50 cents.

Sone are genuine unless signed on
de printed wrapper by the sole f a.
T. Kiddrr, immediate success
te Dr. W. T. Conway. For sale,
minting Room, over No. 99, Court
iear Concert Hall, Boston, and also
pecial appointment, by
IN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
dUEL POPE, Kenuebunk-port.

Vegetable
EUMATIC DROPS.
NY articles are before the public
as a cure for that most obstinate
menting disease, the Rheumatism;
n close observation we are ledta
that they have, to a very great exed to produce that desirable result:
it not be attributed to the fact,that
aid to cure this troublesome elisoralso recommended to cure almost
sease with which our frail bodies
ked, and in their preparation that
> kept in view, viz: to have the
a core for all diseases?
"egetable Rheumatic Drops are ofhe public as a remedy for Rheomaas no case is known where a p?r*
■ was not effected, we are justified
ing it a valuable medicine for that
¡sense, and for no other is ft recoin—Price 50 cents. ’

CERTIFICATES.
?. Crosbys Co. :
An apprentice of mine having
many months so much afflicted
Rheumatism in one of his knees,
infit for labor ; and after trying on
z popular medicines, I applied your
e Rheumatic Drops, which in a
le effected a perfect core: and it
been more than six months, and
any new attack of the disease, alhe boy has been frequently expo
mps and rains.
ROBERT CUTLER,
bus, O., 10th Nov., 1832.
lereby certify, that I was afflicted
Chronic Rheumatism for about sevso that I was unable to attend Io
ess one third of the time. In that
ed every thing I could hear of that
mmended to cure the complaint,
no relief, and in fact 1 had almost
of finding any. In the fall of 1832
Jolumbus, at which trn’ie I was nol
t on to my horse without help. A
mine advised me to purchases
Messrs. O. & S. Crosby & Co.’s
Rheumatic Drops, which I did^
^d as directed, and found immedi, and I am perfectly cured— as it
been more than six months and I
er had a return of the pain—al’
i the winter of 1832—3, I pur*
h ove of cattle and hogs, and drove
>ss the Alleghany mountains to
hia market, and was exposed
he tour to cold and rain. I
recommend it to all who are af*
h the Rheumatism.
WM. COCHRAN,
county, O. August 1, 1832.
vholesale and retail by JOHN
Kennebunk’, Nathan Kendalr
Vm. C. Stimpson, & Co. No- 1^4;
le, Faneuil Hall; Rogers, & Co<7 79, Commercial Street j & N
j Brothers, No. 90 andM, Jfaw
!. ; Maynard & Noyes, No. W
Boston.

for Sale or to

¡ore recently occupied by Mr. WM».
.liams will be let on reaso^J
will be sold at a low price. D’J
n good repair, and is a goodWJ
is. For further particulars, enquire
JOHN LOKD.
unk, December 4> 1834.
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MISCELLANEOUS
“• THE POOR AGAINST THE RICH.”

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1835.
ces which contain the tanning princi
ple.
The mode in which it is used, is to
grind it to a powder, and apply it in
the same manner you would ©ak, hem
lock or other bark. We do not know
the particulars, but presume that the
stalks may be used after the Hop is
picked off. If this will do there may
be a saving in the thing, and an addi
tional profit to the hop grower. He
can sell the hops to the Brewer, and
the vine or stalk to the Tanner, and
thus the whole crop be entirely saved.
It is a maxim of Divine origin that we
should gather up the fragments that
nothing be lost, and it certainly is one
of no small moment to the farmer,
whose gains must depend so much upon care, and the number of economi
cal savings he can establish.
Maine Farmer,

MAINE LEGISLATURE.
—iSENATE’.

Bill finally passed—to incorporate the
Forest Grove Cemetery.

THURSDAY, FEB. 12.
The report of the committee on the Mili
tia to whom was referred an order relating
to Enginemen, recommending the reference
of the same to the committee on the Judici
ary, was accepted in concurrence.
On motion of Mr. Morrill of Limerick,
Ordered, That the Committee on Military
Pensions be instructed to inquire into the
expediency of renewing the pension grant
ed to Nicholas Pierce in 1832.
Bill additional relating to the laying out
and repair of highways was referred in con
currence to the Committee on the Judiciary.
Legislation was reported inexpedient on
the petition of the proprietors of the Bap
tist Parsonage in Shapleigh—on an order
relating , to providing by law that Banks in
corporated prior to March 17th, 1832,
shall be placed under the control of the Leg
islature—on an order relating to a reduction
of the pay of soldiers and to providing that
those only between the ages of 21 and 30
or 35 years shall be required to perform
military duty—on an order relating to pro
viding that no military officer shall receive
any pay until they have obtained a certifi
cate of the performances of their duties.
The House concurred with the Senate in
severally accepting these Reports.
THURSDAY, FEB. 12.
A Resolve authorizing the distribution of
Legislation reported inexpedient on a bill
entitled, an act concerning corporations for the Bank Tax among certain towns that
bridges.
have failed to make any return of the num
Several orders from the House were pass ber of their scholars came from the Senate
and was referred to the Select Committee of
ed in concurrence.
the House who have that subject under con
FRIDAY, FEB. 13.
sideration.
Report of Committee to whom was refer
Mr. Parris of Buckfield called up the re
red the order relating to the amount of mo port of the committee to whom was referred
ney paid out to the Militia, &c.,reporied a the order introduced by Mr. Vose of Au
detailed statement—400 copies ordered to gusta, instructing them to inquire into the
be printed.
expediency of repealing the act passed last
Ordered, That the Secretary be request session, establishing a Board of Internal
ed to lay before the Senate the returns of Improvement.—Mr. P. moved to amend
number of scholars, and a list of those towns the report by striking out “ legislation is in
from which there was no returns.
expedient,” and insert a resolve which he
Leave to Withdraw granted on petitions read and laid on the table. The principal
of AshurWare and Nathan Weston.
nature of the amendment was that the Gov
The Committee to whom was referred ernor and Council and Land Agent were
the order proposing to abolish the Court of constituted in it a board without any extra
County Commissioners reported that Legis pay.
lation was inexpedient ; report was accept
The question was taken on the amend
ed.
ment ; ahd it was accepted as follows :
The report of the Committee, as amended,
YEAS.— York—Messrs. Brooks, Cous
to whom was referred the order instructing ins, Dam, Dean, Goodwin, Hammond,
the committee to inquire into the expedien Hobbs, Hobson, Hubbard, Johnson, Lord,
cy of repealing the Resolve of last session Morrill, Perkins, Powers, Ricker, Stewart,
establishing the Board of Internal Improve Small, &c. —156.
NAYS—6.
ment came up from the House and was or
The Resolve was then read once.
dered to lie on the table.
Legislation was reported inexpedient on
The Committee to whom was referred the order directing an enquiry into the ex
the order relative to compensation of Secre pediency of granting pay to enginemen, and
tary of State reported that legislation on the report was accepted.
that subject is inexpedient.
The committee on the Judiciary were
Bill regulating the laying out and repair discharged from the further consideration of
of highways committed to a select commit the petition of Thomas Gray et al. for an
tee of the Senate, Messrs. Randall, Clark alteration of the laws regulating School Dis
and Fish.
tricts, and the same was referred to the
Committee on Literary Institutions.

WEDNESD.\/, FEB. 11.
Legislation reported inexpedient on peti
tion of proprietors of Baptist parsonage in
Shapleigh ; also on the order relative to
providing bylaw that the acts incorporating
banks passed prior to IftlrMarch, 1831,
should under certain contingencies be
placed under the control of the? Legislature.
Report accepted.
Y
The resolve in favor of Prentiss Mellen
(negatived by the HouseJ w&s referred to
Messrs. Randall, C. Greene, ahd Tobin.
Resolve authorizing a part of the bank
tax to be distributed among certain towns
that have failed to make any return io the
Secretary of State the present year, read
and passage refused.
Order relating to paying of enginemen,
same as militia, was transferred from com
mittee on Militia to committee un Ju
diciary.
Legislation reported inexpedient dti order
relative to exempting persons from military
duty before 21 years of age and after 35.
Accepted.
Bill additional to laying out and making
highways was taken up and referred to
committee on Judiciary.

The first faint cry of the 4 Poor
against the Rich’ was heard at the capitol at Washington the last session, and
though promptly, indignantly, and
most eloquently put down by Mr.
Webster is now gradually swelling on
the gale. No person who heard Mr.
Propensity of Birds,—The New York
Webster on that memorable day can
At the
forget while reason holds her seat, the Commercial Advertiser says
grand and lightning-like burst with recent fire in Spring street a covey of
which he electrified the Senate, on pigeons was observed hovering over
reaching that branch of the subject.— the flames at a great height, presenting
The natural hatred of the poor against a beautiful appearance, resembling that
the rich. His printed language utterly of gold, caused by the reflection of the
fails in justice to the magnificent origin light below. For several minutes they
al. It cannot be too often repeated, were seen darting in every direction,
however, in these degenerate days, as if at a loss where to wend their pas
when men openly preach a crusade sage. At last they were noticed to
against property—44 an ever existing follow the propensity ascribed to birds
hostility between Democracy and as by naturalists, and plunged one by
sociated wealth”—and the horrible one into the flames, where they perish
and blasphemous creed, that a belief ed.
in God is the distinguishing feature of
Aristocracy. 44 The natural hatred of Lynches Law.—The Natchez Courier
confirms the truth of the statement in
the poor to the richP—Salem Gaz,
the N. Y. Mercantile of the cruel treat
44 Sir,” said Mr. Webster, 44 I pro ment of Foster, who was suspected of
•
i
i his wife, and.1. broke
nounce the author of such «sentiments, i)ihaving
murdered
to be guilty of attempting a detestible I through the meshes of the law.> The
fraud on the community. A double Courier says,, 44 According
.*
to the evi
fraud, a fraud, which is to cheat men dence
g___ _______
¿J____ he had invibefore the Coroner
out of their property, and out of the te(j his unsuspecting wife, to take a
earnings of their labor, by first cheat- walk with him—and returned without
ing them out of their understandings.
her. Marks of violence were found
44 The natural hatred of the poor to the upon her body. He escaped his trial
rich”—Sir, it shall not be to the last by the technicalities of the law. This
moment of my existence—it shall be much for the justification of the mob ;
only when I am drawn to the verge of if any thing can justify one. Perhaps
oblivion—when I shall cease to have this is as strong a case as could be pre
respect or affection for any thing on sented ; but we are believers in the su
earth, that I shall believe the people of premacy of the law, and think that
the United States capable of being de they whom the law condemns should
luded, cajoled, and driven about in be punished, and those that the law
herds, by such abominable frauds as fails to punish should be left to the
- this. T'
............
If they shall
sink to that point—■ punishment of- a higher
court. „
if they so far cease to be men—think
The Louisville Journal, in copying
ing men—intelligent men—as to yield
to such pretences, and such clamor, from an eastern paper the account of a
they will be slaves already, slaves to | very tall fellow, with the eastern edi
their own.passions—slaves to the fraud tor’s speculations as to what this tall
SATURDAY, FEB. 14.
and knavery of pretended friends.— fellow did with his feet when he went
In
consequence
of
the
absence of Josiah
They will deserve to be blotted out of to bed, remarks that there is a man in
Pierce, Esq. President of the Senate, the
all the records of freedom : they ought Louisville much taller, and who finds Senate
elected Anson G. Chandler, Presi
not to dishonor the cause of self-gov no difficulty with his feet, as he always dent pro tempore.
ernment, by attempting to exercise it; when he lies down, shuts up, like a
Ordered, That the Joint Standing Com
they ought to keep their unworthy jacknife,
mittee on the Judiciary be instructed to
hands entirely off from the cause of
inqhire into the expediency of increasing
Anecdote—on time.—Two brothers, the fees for the attendance of witnesses, who
republican liberty, if they are capable
of being the victims of artifices so shal named Josiah and William, full grown should be summoned to attend Courts holdlow—of tricks so stale, so threadbare, boys, happened in at a store one eve en by Justices of the Peace — read and
so often practised, so much worn out ning, where the attention of the com passed.
Legislation reported inexpedient on order
on serfs and slaves ; and the victims too pany was somewhat attracted by a
of wicked and nefarious designs so very long watch-chain dangling at the relative to Registers of Probate.
thinly cloaked—designs, deep in pur forequarters of Josiah. One of the
pose and wickedness, but shallow in company asked, “ What’s the time, Jo HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 11.
siah ?” With no small ceremony, Jo Ordered, that the Committee
their pretences.”
on the Ju
44 The natural hatred of the poor to the siah drew out his watch, and after ex diciary be instructed to inquire into the ex
richd' “ The danger of a money aris amining it sometime, referred to his pediency of providing that no complainant
tocracy.” “ A power as great and brother and said, 44 Brother William, is against highways shall receive pay for travel
dangerous as that resisted by the ‘ Rev this figury nine or figury ’leven ?”•— and attendance before the Grand Jury.
olution.’ A call to a new Declaration William, after a few moments delibera Mr. Boutelle, of Waterville, laid on the
tion, declared it to be 44 figury seven.” table a bill regulating Judicial process and
of Independence !”
“ Sir, I admonish the people against 44 Well, then,” replied Josiah, “it lacks proceedings, and having been read it was
referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.
the object of outcries like these. I ad about half an inch of eight.”
Ordered, that the Committee on Banks
monish every industrious laborer in the
Davy Crocket’s Last. The Colo and Banking be instructed to inquire into
•country to be on his guard against such nel was present at the splendid route the expediency of prohibiting the issuing
delusion. I tell him, the attempt is to lately given by Gen. Greene, at Wash of Bank bills of a less denomination than
play off his passions against his inter ington, and was induced to dance, or
ests, and to prevail on him in the name rather to attempt to dance, in a quad Ordered, that the Committee on Judicia
of liberty, to destroy all the fruits of rille. The figure was intricate, and ry be instructed to enquire into the expedi
ency of exempting from attachment, execu
liberty; in the name of patriotism, to
the Colonel got off the trail. Turning tion and distress small boats used in fishing.
injure
gnd .u
in to his partner—a laughing,
AUJUIV and afflict his country ; .uu
fun-loving
Ordered, that------ be a committee to
the
name of independence,
destroy
• j c l
’ -‘ > error, and provide or direct in what manner those
>1.«s to
...k.
¿ l . , f RvE
remarked, with characteristic drollery towns and plantations which have not re
a begger and a slave. Has'he a dol
of expression, that he “ was n’t much turned their number of scholars, shall have
lar ? he is advised to do that which
educated in dancing, although he could their proportion of the school fund.
will destroy half its value. Has he
stand up to the plain work mighty per Report on petition of the proprietors of
hands to labor—let him rather fold
pendicular, but,” continued he, “ when Baptist Parsonage in Shapleigh, accepted
them and sit still, than to be pushed on
you come to put in the scientific licks, in concurrence.
by fraud and artifice, to do what will I squat.”
Mr. Dumont of Hallowell, introduced an
render his labor useless and hopeless.”
order instructing the Judiciary Committee
Beautiful Comparison,—A gallant to inquire into the expediency of enlarging
the jurisdiction of Justices of the Peace,
HOPS USED IN TANNING.
New England knight of the quill, des
This may not be of much import cribing a country dance, says : 44 The ordered to lie on the table.
that the Governor be requested
ance with us at present, so long as hem gorgeous strings of glass beads will to Ordered,
forward to our Senators and Representa
lock bark is abundant and cheap, but now glisten on the heaving bosoms of tives in Congressxcopies of the Resolve re
:it can do us no harm to know, and in the village belles, like polished rubies lating to a Rail Road from some point on
many places may be useful and im resting on the delicate surface of warm our navigable waters to Quebec.
portant to know, that the roots and apple dumplings.”
Petitions presented and referred—of
stalks of the common Hop have recent
Titcomb Belgrade Academy praying for
ly been applied in England to the pur A man that keeps riches and enjoys them pecuniary aid ; of E. F. Bacon and 52
poses of tanning leather, either alone not, is like an ass that carries gold and eats others, praying for repeal of the Militia
1 Law of 1834.
or mixed with other vegetable substan- thistles.

FRIDAY, FEB. 13.
By leave of the House, Mr.. Brooks of
Portland laid on the table a Resolve author
izing the Governor-to appoint two persons
to confer with the citizens of Quebec
with regard to a survey upon their part of
the.proposed rail road from Portland to
Quebec, once read and on motion of Mr.
Chase laid on the tableBy leave of the House Mr. Steward of
Anson laid upon the table a bill additional
concerning the fees of certain officers which
was once read and referred to the Commit
tee on the Judiciary.
Legislation reported inexpedient, and ac
cepted in concurrence—upon an order di
recting an inquiry into the expediency of
abolishing the Courts of County Commis
sioners ; an order relating to schools.
Legislation reported inexpedient and sent
up for concurrence—on so much of the
Governor’s Message as relates to the subject
of Education.
Petition presented and referred—of Oli
ver Buckley et als. for a repeal of the law
relative to tin pedlars.
Ordered, That the Committee who have
under consideration the salaries of Clerks of
Courts^be instructed to inquire what altera
tions are expedient in the salaries of County
Treasurers.
On motion of Mr. Johnson of Cornish,
Ordered, That the Committee on the Judi
ciary be instructed to inquire into the ex
pediency of requiring the Selectmen of
towns to erect suitable stone monuments on
the corners and lines of towns where the
same are not now established by water.
On motion of Mr. Mowry of Lubec, Or
dered, That Messrs. Mowry, Shaw of Wis
casset, and Robinson of Hallowell be a
committee to inquire whether any memb8 s
are absent longer than is allowed by the
Rules of the House and report thereon.
On motion of Mr. Chase of Sebec, the
Resolve relating to a Rail Road from Que
bec was taken up and referred to a Select
Committee, consisting of Messrs. Brooks of
Portland, Woodman of Buxton, Jarvis of
Ellsworth, Hanniford of Hiram and Hum
phrey of Gray.

No. 40.
Necessary to a choice
65 .
Benjamin Burgess
has
73
Henry Kennedy
(i
35
Others
“
24
The House then proceeded to choose, on
their part, the Major General for the 8th
Division.
Whole number of votes thrown 123
Necesaary to a choice
62
No choice being effected, the Committee
were directed to receive, sort and count the
votes of the House a second time, and hav
ing attended to that duty, report as follows :
Whol(e number of votes thrown
113
Necessary to a choice
57
Eliphalet D. Bray
has
53
James Atkinson
«
29
Franklin Smith
(e
19
Mr. Foster of Pembroke “
1
Mr. Frost of Standish
“
1
.Major Jack Downing
(C
1
John A. Dunning
e(
1
Eliphalet Greeley
“
1
Y. O. J. Y. S. Q. Smith “
1
John Holmes
ic
1
Stephen C. Foster
c<
1
David Crockett
(e
1
Blanks
3
The Report was accepted.
Mr. Holmes of Alfred, said he hoped
the House would not proceed to ballot
again immediately, but would postpone the
subject for a while. He had not expected
to be a candidate, but as some friend had
seen fit to give him a vote, he should like a
little time to consider the propriety of con
tinuing a candidate. He moved the post
ponement of the election till Tuesday next;
which motion prevailed.
Mr. Hill of New Portland moved a re
consideration of the vote whereby the House
postponed the election of Major General of
the 8th Division till Tuesday next.
Mr. Foster of Pembroke opposed the
motion. He very unexpectedly found a
rival candidate in the gentleman from Al
fred, and wished for time to touch the polit
ical wires and commune with King Caucus,
before another balloting.
The motion to reconsider did not pre
vail.
Salem, Feb. 11.
Examination of Rioters. — Yesterday
forenoon, George B. Nutter, Jernes Saun
ders, and Abraham Bosen, were examined
at the Police Court, on the charge of being
concerned in the riot at the Landmark
printing office, last Saturday night. Mr.
Wheatland, his counsel, offered to call testi
mony to the good behaviour of A. Bosen;
but the District Attorney said it was unne
cessary, and the Court discharged him.
Nutter was ordered to recognise in the sum
of $500 for his appearance at the next term
of the Court of Common Pleas, to be holden
in Ipswich, on the third Monday in March
next—and for want of sufficient sureties was
committed to prison. Saunders recognised
in the sum of one hundred dollars.
Friday afternoon, Rev. George B. Cheever appeared before the Police Court, to an
swer to a charge of libel against John Stone,
Ezekiel Ham, and Caleb Dodge. He ac
knowledged himself to be the author of the
article alledged to be libellous, and volunta
rily recognized in the sum of one thousand
dollars for his appearance before the Court
of Common Pleas, at its next session.
We understand that Rev. Dudley Phelpss
editor, and Mr. Ferdinand Andrews, print
er, of the Landmark newspaper, entered
into recognizance, last evening, to answer at
the Police Court, next Monday, for the
printing and publishing of the article written
by Mr. Cheever.
We understand the trial of Mr. Ham, for
the assault on Mr. Cheever is postponed for
a few days.—Salem Mercury,

Very sudden death.—On Saturday
morr.ingj the Rev. Joseph Sandford, died
suddenly, a few minutes after he had taken
his seat in the Methodist Episcopal Church
in Green street. In company with his wife
to whom he had been married only about
two weeks since, he had walked from his
residence in Mulberry, near Bleecker street,
and while on his way complained of some
little indisposition. He entered the pew,
was noticed in a kneeling posture, supplica
ting the blessing of him whom he came to
serve—he then raised himself, and without
the least struggle, fell back lifeless on his
seat.—N. F. Com. Adv.

Look Out !—The N. Y. Daily Adverti
ser says, “ Large quantities of counterfeit
$5 gold pieces are in circulation. A friend
of ours took two yesterday, neither of which
would be observed from their general ap
pearance. To us they have the appearance
of the real gold coin.”
The U. S. Gazette thinks that if Law
rence’s attack on the President is not suffi
cient proof of the deranged state of his
mind, the assertion of his belief that Mr.
Benton would make a good President,
should be deemed conclusive !

Thy French are building a steam navy.
Five vessels of l60 horse power, are al
ready completed and six more in a state of
SATURDAY, FEB. 14.
The House proceeded to choose, on forwardness. At the end of the present
their part, the Major General for the 4tb year it is expected they will have a steam
navy of 24 vessels, with the aggregate pow
Division.
er of 3172 horses,
Whole number of votes thrown
192

return recollection for recollection, or men previously necessary to declare war, and the learn the effect which the threatening mes
ace for menace ! France has rarely known United States have not come to that as yet. sage of the President of the United States UNITED STATES IÆGISLATRË.
On the whole, this message, which is had produced in Paris.
TWENTY-THIRD CONGRESS....SECOND' SES9N.
Later from France. — Paris and Havre her fidelity to engagements, (loyauté) called
The moment is now arrived, and the ef
papers to December 31 st have been receiv in question, and it is not the only charac probably calculated to flatter the passions
SENATE.
of the democratic party, on which General fect of the unfortunate message has amount
ed at New York by the packet ship Albany, teristic she incontestably possesses.
SATURDAY, FEB*.
This susceptibility, wounded in us as it is Jackson depends, is both mistaken and un ed at Paris almost to nothing. The motives
which sailed from Havre on the 2d of Jan
The consideration of the Bill to chnge
in
every
one
who
bears
a
French
heart
—
skillful,
inasmuch
as
it
rejects
a
new
nego

which
Gen.
Jackson
has
assigned
for
his
uary.
the organization of the Post Office Detri
In the Chamber of Deputies on the 27th this susceptibility, which we may. perhaps, tiation, which would be the only means of menaced hostilities, have appeared too fee ment was resumed—and after a long disjsof December, a committee presented a re be permitted to express more warmly than conciliating the difference. The adoption ble to give much inquietude to France, and sion, in the course of which variouiaport upon the petition of Joseph Richard, any others,—we who were so sincerely en by the Chamber of the law rejected at the a war with the United States, appears to- meodments were proposed, some of with
formerly of Guadaloupe, who prays the in gaged in the defence of the treaty,— we do last session was already very difficult, we come from too great a distance, to cause real were adopted, the question was takenm
tervention of the Government to obtain from not doubt that the government experiences do nut hesitate to say that it has now be alarm to a country so little maritime as ours. ordering the bill to be engrossed for a thd
Thus the impression which President reading, and was decided—Yeas, 44the United States^ payment of the sum of it to a great extent, we even fear we ought come impossible.
551,664 francs for illegal seizures and con rather to moderate this sentiment than to [From the Paris Journal (moderate) Le Temps ] Jackson and his co-diplomatists of Paris, Nays, none.
excite it.
A proclamation of unexpected violence had without doubt hoped from this famous
fiscations of his vessels. The committee
But likewise we cannot forget that as has reached us from across the Atlantic._ message, which has been long agreed upon
were, of opinion, that the claim merited se
MONDAY, FEB. 9.
rious examination, but that it could not be guardian of all rights and of all interests, it It is the chief of a pretended liberal public, has entirely failed. Public opinion, whose
Mr. Calhoun, from the Select Committe
acted on, until a decision should be had up is particularly the duty of the Government who addresses it to France, liberal and just. perceptions are always in such cases, so on Executive Patronage, presented a repot.
to examine without passion, the most irrita
It is to be regretted that General Jack- prompt and certain, could not come to the The Committee, says the National InteL
on the appropriations under the treaty.
ting questions.
son has prejudged in a tone prematurely cpnclusionwthat there was any thing very se gencer, proposes three measures ; one n
On the 30lh, the Minister of Finance
Such as it now is, that of the American hostile, the conclusion of a question which rious in the inconsiderate speech of the Pres
presented to the Chamber of Deputies his
pealing the four years’ law as it is termeq
budget for 1836, the estimates for which treaty calls for the gravest reflection.— he knows must be submitted by us to a new ident of the United States to the American by which the appointment of officers i.
Congress.
year amount to 1,001,904,935 francs. The Without doubt, the intrinsic merit of the ne legislature.
brought every four years into the hands o|
But the general indifference with which the Executive, adding a section, making it
Setting aside the rights of the United
exposition of the state of the finances was gotiation has lost qolhing in our eyes by the
blamable procedure of the American Gov Slates, and the delays of which they pre the message has been received in this coun
considered very favorable.
the duty of the President to report to Con
The intelligence from Spain is stated to ernment. The treaty is at this day not less tend they have a right to complain, there is, try, has been far from being felt by our gress the reasons for removal from office.
be favorable to the cause of the Queen, but just nor less politic than it was yesterday. jn this affair of the 25 millions to which ministers whom the imprudence of the at One lor regulating the public deposites ; and
But there is a question of dignity which the lay claim, a question of constitutional tempt of the President and the unfortunate
nothing of much importance had occurred.
the other an amendment of the Constitution,
now adds to the complication of the politi law, which ought to have been better under boldness of their own combinations, have
providing for the temporary distribution of
We do not know what stood and appreciated by the Chiefof a placed in the most false and dangerous po
By the Steamboat Mail, which arrived at cal question.
the surplus revenue, accruing in the next
11 o’clock last evening, we learn, that Eng course the Government will think proper to State, governed by the most rigorous consti sition.
seven years.
Mr. Benton, who made the
lish papers of the 11th of January, and follow in this affair. But ol this we are cer tutional principles.
Consider, in fact, what will be the result celebrated report on the same subject in
tain,
that
they
will
consider
it
in
the
double
French dates of the 7 th, have been received
Notwithstanding some declamatory pre to those in power, of the effects of the mes 1826, was the only member of the Com
at New York by the packet ship England. point of view it now presents, and that their cautions against the language being con sage, whether the Chamber rejects it as an mittee, consisting of Messrs. Calhoun, Bibb,
The Message of the President reached efforts will be directed to reconcile national strued into an intention to intimidate attack on its dignity, or that it submits from Benton, King of Ga., Southard and Web
London on the 9th, by the packet ship In honor with the faith of treaties.
France, «it is too clear that in this affair, timidity to acknowledge the debt of twenty ster, who dissented, and he dissented only
dependence. The Liverpool Chronicle of From le Journal du Commerce, (anti-ministerial.) General Jackson has shown himself, similar five millions indemnity.
on a single point, from the conclusion to
the 10th publishes it under the title, “ War
In the former case, that is to say, if the which the committee have come. After the
There has been much talk to-day of the to what he has been in his difficulties with
with France.” There is no news of the hostile dispositions announced by President the Batik—that is to say—an arrogant lo legislative assembly passes to the orders of reading of the report was finished, the Joint
reception of the Message in France.
the day on the words of the President of the Resolution, proposing the distribution of the
Jackson in his message to the American gician and a self-willed patriot.
The elections in England were in active Congress, in reprisal of the vote of the
France need not be uneasy about these Union, the ministers, who according to the surplus revenue, and the two bills, were sev
progress. Four ultra reformers were cho Chamber ot Deputies which rejected the bravadoes, which certain private interests disclosures contained even in the message, erally presented, and read the first time.
sen in the city of London, by a majority of appropriations for the twenty five millions have no doubt dictated, particularly as these have promised to the United States pay The bills were read a second time by gener
2000.
claimed by the United States. It seems interests are not circumscribed by the limits ment of the debt, will find themselves re al consent, and, on motion of Mr. Calhoun,
The London Courier of the evening of that people on ’Change have been prema of the Union, and that it would not be dif sponsible to the American Government, for made the special order for Thursday next.
January 9th states, that 238 members of the turely alarmed at menaces made hypotheti ficult to designate that corner of Paris from a debt which our national representation has
The Report goes into an examination of
House of Commons are ascertained to be cally and accompanied besides by conside which may have proceeded, the advice fol from pride rejected.
the present state of both our expenditures
elected ; of whom 138 are reformers, and rations, which show that in the mind of the lowed by the writers of the message.
Our ministers and the cabinet of Wash and our revenue. It appears that the latter
100 tories. It is not improbable, however, honorable President, resentment does not
We prejudge in no way the manner .in ington will then be naturally supposed to is 16 millions from the customs ; and it al
that a portion of those who are called re exclude prudence and reflection. We ought which this delicate question will be consid have leagued themselves against the inde so appears that one million and three hun
formers will be disposed to allow the new above all, to be obliged to him for the frank ered by the French Chambers. We are pendence of the Chambers, who will have dred thousand are spent in the account of
administration a trial. The sixteen rpem- ness with which he acknowledges, that the persuaded that where the honor and dignity refused to be bound by the acts of this Con collection—that is, just about nine per cent,
bers from the Metropolitan districts, are all injury which the United States would inflict of the whole nation is concerned, neither its vention.
ol the whole.
On a comparison between
hostile to the Ministry. Much excitement on our commerce by high custom house or representatives, nor the government itself,
If on the contrary a majority of the 1833, and 1823 under Monroe’s adminis
appears to prevail, though we have seen no tonnage duties, would rebound on them will ever require any impulse to stimulate Chambers, yielding to the excessive impor tration—it appears that the expenditures
accounts of unusual disorder at any of the selves, either by ^diminishing their own ex it to action. It is only to be regretted anew tunities of the Ministry—reduced to bring have increased from nine millions up to
elections.
ports, or by diminishing their revenue, foun that the whole ministry did not accept the into play their most desperate resources— t wenty and more, or in the ratio of one hun
The cholera had appeared in Marseilles, ded almost entirely on the importation of proposal of M. de Broglie, and make room should have the sad weakness of ratifying by dred and thirty per cent. ! It is proposed
where it excited much alarm, though the foreign merchandise, or in fine, by reviving for a new cabinet better calculated to bring a vote of complaisance, that law of indem to reduce them back again ; and it is shewn
cases were not numerous.
those dangerous questions on the commer the question of the United States and many nity which she rejected when she was not that, allowing the pensioners an average of
Rumors had been received in Paris, that cial system, which once were about to cause others to a solution.
menaced from abroad, it is the Ministers, two millions yearly, ('who diminish at the
a victory was gained over Zumala Carreguy the dissolution of the American Union, by
The Constitutionnel ('Anti-MinisterialJ still more than the Chambers, who will be annual rate of 14 per cent.) there will be a
by Mina, on the 2/th December, but they exciting the interests of the South against
says that alhare unanimous in feeling that debased, and whom public opinion will ac saving and a surplus, to the amount offiftywere not generally credited.
the pretensions of the North. This is pre the dignity of France has been wounded by cuse of a disgraceful condescension, to re six millions in 1842, (when th*' tariff will
The Journal of Nauplia of the 30th No cisely what Messrs. Bignon, Mangum and the President’s Message ; but he is deceiv quirements, which the whole nation has al get to its minimum, j
The bill then pro
vember states, that a general insurrection other speakers of the opposition, stated a
ed if he supposes that his menace will in ready repelled as an attack on its dignity vides for the distribution of this surplus aagainst the Porte had broken out in Alba year ago in reply to Messrs, de Broglie and
mongthe States — seven millions a year, for
duce the legislative bodies to give a sanction and its natural pride.
nia. Doubts of the accuracy of this state Duchatel, who . exerted themselves to hold
And if later still, public opinion, at last e*ght years—in the ratio of their whole dele
which they have once refused.
Whatever
ment are expressed in the London papers.
up to us, the American government as rea may be the timorous habits of the Cham enlightened by the steps which have prece gation in Congress ; and the Territories,
The Dey of Algiers, who had for some dy to prohibit our wines and our silks if we
bers, they will not, in the face of the coun ded and induced, so to say, the vote of the with the District of Columbia, to have two
time lived in retirement at Alexandria, died did not admit their claims.
try, appear to yield to fear. The United Chambers before a legislative examination shares each. This implies an amendment
suddenly in that city on 30th October last.
Neither can we blame the President for States hav$? ruined their cause even if their into the question, should happen to discover of the Constitution, for which provision is
His still immense wealth, which it would dwelling in exaggerated terms on the un
claims had been legitimate. The conduct the ministerial intrigues which have dicta made. The details and the comment must
seem reverts to his kind host, Mehemet Ali, doubted justice of his claim, or for adopting
of the French Ministry in this unfortunate ted from Paris, the misplaced language of be omitted. But it is a great and statesman
had suggested some Ill-natured surmises, re that view of the case, most favorable to
dispute, has not a little contributed to render the message, what an enormous responsibil like scheme, striking at the root of that
specting the nature of the malady which ter himself, when he says that France has acthe solution difficult after having with incon ity will not these ministers have taken upon monstrous Upas of corruption which now
minated so fatally for his ex-Highness.
knowledged the debt and that the civilized ceivable stupidity, recognized a debt which themselves, who have been thus forgetful of overshadows the landi
Monstrous did I
world will attribute to her the blame. In the restoration had constantly disavowed. all national and constitutional feeling, by a say ? There are more than one hundred
LATE FROM FRANCE.
admitting that the first fact is the national It pledged itself, with still greater stupidity, clandestine understanding with the Ameri thousand persons who directly derive their
Receipt of the President’s Message in opinion, we are not obliged to admit the
can Government against the independence sustenance from the Treasury at this mo
Paris.—The Packet ship Havre, has arri positive deduction drawn from it. It is to bring the question again before the Cham of the French Chambers and the policy of ment !
bers
immediately
after
the
convocation,
to
ved at New York from Havre, bringing well known in the United States, that no
their own country ? Men in power, who, in
Mr. Poindexter moved that 30,000 cop
Paris papers to Jan. 11, and also bringing treaty implying a vote of subsidies, is oblig ask for that sanction which had been for time of war, league with the enemy to be
ies of the Report, and 10,000 of the Report
merly
refused.
This
promise
has
not
been
despatches from Mr. Livingston to the Sec
tray their country, are the most guilty indi of R826, be printed ; and an animated de
atory upon the country until it has obtained kept, and Gen. Jackson justly complains.
retary of State.
the assent of the Chambers, and all govern
ihe Quotidienne ( Çarhst) considers viduals that can exist in a nation. But if, bate arose, at the close of which, 10,000
The President’s Message reached Havre ments who treat with ours ought to govern
President
Jackson s threats to be so ridicu after the crime of treason, there be one fault copies of Mr. Calhoun’s Report, and the uby the ship Sully on the 7th, and was pub themselves accordingly. The fact is, that
lous,
that
it is impossible to take them to which inspires a disgust almost as great, it is sual number of that of 1826, were ordered.
lished in Paris on the 9th. There had been the intention of the Chamber was not per
the
letter.
To say nothing of the naval that of men in place, who in time of peace,
no time for any proceedings of the Chambers emptorily to deny all right of claim to the
t
TUESDAY, FEB. 10.
power
of
France,
how can it be supposed have an understanding with a power, even , The bill
in consequence of the Message. The ex United States, but to appeal to a new ne
to change the organization of the
friendly,
to
humiliate
the
feelings
of
their
tracts which follow, from the principal gotiation, in which, with a view to the in that the American Government would re country before an unjust demand or a dis General Post Office was taken up on the
Paris and Havre papers, give the opinions terests of France, certain facts might come sort to an expedient that would be more in graceful concession.
question of its third reading ; after some ex
of the conductors of the press, upon the under consideration which the negotiators jurious to the Americans than to the French.
planatory remarks by Mr. Grundy, it was
In
all
the
possible
results
of
this
unconsti

The Courrier Français says—“ A re
Message. The impressions produced by of the treaty appear to have forgotten._
The Navy
tutional intrigue, so unfortunately planned, amended, and then passed.
markable
peculiarity
in
the
President
’
s
Mes
the Message on the minds of these gentle I his was a means of conciliation which the
Appropriation bill was also passed.
we
can
only
see
shame
and
confusion
to
men is such we presume as was generally President ought not at the ‘first blush to sage is, that he does not appear to admit those who have participated in it. Shame
anticipated. Those who were in favor of have declared out of the question, nt the that the French Government met with an in and confusion to the ministers, if the Cham
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 11.
Memorials from Ohio, Pennsylvania and
the execution of the treaty regret it, as tend risk of incurring the blame of the civilized surmountable obstacle in the refusal of the ber refuses the indemnity and despises the
Chamber.
The
President
imputes
to
the
Maine, praying for the abolition of slavery
ing to render its execution much more dif world, to which he appeals.
will of Ministers alone the non-execution of war-like language of the message. Shame in the District of Columbia, were presented
ficult. Those who were opposed to the
and confusion again to the Ministers and
The seizure of French property indicated
treaty, find in the message an additional as the eventual means of punishment, is the ratified treaty, without taking into con the Chamber, if the latter humiliate itselfso and committed. The Committee on the
sideration
that
the
Constitution
grants
to
the
Judiciary were discharged from the further
reason for still opposing it. — Boston Pat. little worthy of the high civilization of the
Chamber a veto upon all pecuniary stipula far as to participate by a vote of adhesion in consideration of a joint resolution repealing
From the Journal des Debats of 9th Janu United States. This Republic has fora tions of the Government, whether resulting the plots of the Executive.
And again,
the joint resolution of 1819, relative to the
ary, (ministerial.)
long time past boasted of her pretensions to from diplomatic treaties or private arrange~- what if the American Government, consid
election
of a public printer. The bill for
We published yesterday the message with place herself at the head of a new and more ments.”
ering as serious the menaces uttered by the
which the President of the United States liberal law of nations, more humane than
Ptesiaent, should involve us in a war, which the continuation and repair of the Cumber
The Courrier Français (Anti-Ministerial)
has opened the session of the American that which was adopted in ages of barba
could only be attributed to the abortive con land Road in Ohio, Indiana and Mississip
says,—u 1 his Message bears the impression
A motion to strike out
Congress. We have received to-day vari rism, and to form with the other free States
nivance of our Ministers with the Cabinet pi, was taken up.
the second and third sections was rejected,
ous journals from Washington and New of the new world, a true Holy Alliance for of an irritation which we expected, without, of Washington.
York, of which we place extracts before our the establishment of an international code however, conceiving that it should or would
Never did any Government, it may be ayes 14, nays 32, and the bill was ordered
readers; to enable them to follow closely the of the 19th century, and the essential basis be carried to such a degree of violence. It said, find itself through want of frankness to be engrossed for a third reading. The
violent and bitter controversy which has of this code, was to be, that individuals is not very edifying to hear a Government, and straight forward dealing, in a more em Senate then proceeded to the consideration
arisen on a question whose importance pre should not suffer in the quarrels of govern which professes the eternal principles of barrassed position than ours, in the midst of Executive business until the hour of ad
vails over all others treated in this docu ments, and that commerce, private individ truth and justice, declaring its resolution to of all the difficulties thrown round this pain journment.
avenge itself upon individuals for supposed ful question of indemnity.
ment.
uals and private property ought not to be
THURSDAY, FEB. 12.
At the moment when public attention placed beyond the reach of diplomatic con wrongs done by their government, and pro (Private Correspondence of the Jour, du Havre.)
A bill was reported, authorizing the Sec
posing
a
confiscation,
or
something
ap

was on the point of being naturally called flicts which might arise. American philan
A great personage wished to profit of the retary of the Treasury to compromise the
back to the American treaty, at the moment thropy has often spoken of abolishing pri proaching a confiscation of their property, kind of panic produced by the Message of claims, allowed under the treaty with the
as
a
political
measure
of
common
right.
The
when it became the imperious duty of every vateering, of giving to commerce a perpetual
the President of the U. S., to present the law King of the Two Sicilies: also, a bill to
one to examine coolly and without bias, a passport, applicable even to times of war, ill humor of the President has led him to for the twenty-five millions; but ministers, amend an act, allowing an additional draw
question of general interest, we cannot but and here, it is proposed in full peace to re find indications of evil intentions in certain who have so many other causes of embar back on Sugars refined in the United States
deplore the unexpected appearance of a sort to acts of violence and spoliation, of circumstances attending the conduct of rassment, made objections to it, and proba and re-exported, passed Jan. 21, 1829.-—•
document, which wounds the most noble which legitimacy would hardly be suspect France, which in themselves were perfect bly the law in question will be adjourned The Cumberland road bill was read a third
ly insignificant. It has also made him as
and holy susceptibilities of a great people.
ed even in time of open war, for Mr. Jackuntil after the fall of the present Cabinet.
time and passed. The consideration of the
We are far from taking as the expres son declares with the greatest sang froid, sume a menacing tone, which ill accords with
bill to regulate the number and compensation
“
The
Moniteur
announces
officially
that,
the
conciliating
inclinations
of
which
he
sion of public opinion the threatening tone that this perfectly just measure would not
of the officers of the customs was resumed ;
the
King
has
accepted
the
resignation
of
the
made
so
much
parade.
His
threats,
how

which runs throughout every part of the be a just cause of war on the part of France,
A rupture Prince de Talleyrand as Ambassador to and, after various ineffectual attempts to
message that concerns the relations of the. that is to say, our ships of war ought appa ever, will produce no effect.
would
be
fully
as
prejudicial
to
America
as England, and has appointed Gen Sebastiani amend it, was ordered to be engrossed for a
United States with France. Of the three rently to allow our merchant ships to be
third reading.
powers in the States, only one has spoken, swallowed up by American privateers, with to France ; and he will think twice before to be his successor.”
he
resorts
to
any
measures
which
would
Paris,
Jan.
9,
P.
M.
—
The
panic
produ

it is that whose private life, whose recollec out placing the least impediment in their
. f
,
FRIDAY, FEB. 13.
tions, whose habits of military command, way, on pain of exposing themselves to the suspend the relations of amity between the ced yesterday by the threatening nature of
After disposing of the morning business,
two
countries.
Commerce
has
nothing
to
President
Jackson
’
s
message
has
subsided
and perhaps embarrassments of domestic just vengeance of Heaven ! We believe
the Senate proceeded to consider the report
policy, would most likely carry beyond the for our part, that if French property is seiz apprehend from this point. If the United and the Funds have experienced a trifling presented by Mr. Calhoun, on the subject
limits of wisdom and reason. In the si ed in America, American property ought to States have a right to demand what they improvement.
of Executive patronage. Mr. C. addressed
Havre, Jan. 10.— Our market is rather the Senate at length in support of it, and
lence of t|ie two others, we are even author be treated in the same way in France ; and conceive to be due to them, France has a
ized thus far, not to consider serious, those that if American Cruisers are met by our right to resist such demands, if she considers firmer for Cotton, which is due to the fear of was followed by Mr. Benton in opposition»
menaces which cannot in any event be real Cruisers, committing depredations on our them to be exorbitant. It is a fault in the a collision with the United States.
Messrs. Southard and Calhoun replied to
ised without the sanction of all the constitu commerce, the corsairs ought to be treated Message that it does not admit this recipro
the latter. In the course of Mr. Benton’s
city.”
Great dge.—Jennings Allen, a soldier of remarks, Mr. Poindexter called him to or
tional powers. But we have notwithstanding aspirates, according to the strict letter of
felt with equal force, a language to which it the law of nations; seeing that to exercise [From Le Journal de Havre of Dec. 11 and 12.] the revolutionary war, died lately in Fair der for words spoken which were written
We have expected with a certain degree field District, S. C. at the age of one hundred
would be too easy to reply, if we wished to the right of fitting out for privateering, it is
down and handed to the chair. The Vice
of impatience the moment when we should and fourteen years.
President declared the Senator from Mis-
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an amendment of the ConstitU?
' <ür the ten’Porary distribution nf
Ins revenue, accruing in thn
Mr. Be,non,
J rfP°rt "" the same subject J
as lhe only member of the Con,
>nsistmg of Messrs. Calhoun, Bibb
£ing of Ga., Southard and Web’
dissented, and he dissented onlv’
>,e point, from the conclusion in
• committee have come. After the
Í the report was finished, the
n, proposing the distribution of the
Jvenue,and the two bills, were sev'
esented, and read the first tiffie
were read a second time by
t, and, on motion of Mr. Calhoun
special order for Thursday next ’
eport goes intoan examination if
nt stale of both our expenditures
avenue. It appears that the latter
ions from the customs ; and it als that one million and three hunisand are spent in the account of
that is, just about nine per cent,
Me.
On a comparison between
d 1823 under Monroe’s adminis.
t appears that the expenditures
eased from nine millions up to
d more, or in the ratio ofoneiM?J.
thirty per cent. ! It is proposed
them back again ♦ and it is shewn
i'ing the pensioners an average of
ms yearly, ('who diminish at the
te of 14 per cent.) there will be a
I a surplus, to the amount offifty,
is in 1842, (when th- tariff will
minimum.} The bill then prolie distribution of this surplus aStates—seven millions a year, for
i—in the ratio of their whole dele«
Congress ; and the Territories,
District of Columbia, to have two
li. This implies an amendment
nstitution, for which provision is
he details and the comment must
. But it is a great and statesmanne, striking at the root of that
Upas of corruption which now
vs the land.
Monstrous did I!
?re are more than one hundred
versons who directly derive their
from the Treasury at this mondexter moved that 30,000 cop.
teport, and 10,000 of the Report
e printed ; and an animated de?, at the close of which, 10,000
Ir. Calhoun’s Report, and the u■r of that of 1826, were ordered.
TUESDAY, FEB. 10.

to change the organization of the
ost Office was taken up on the
its third reading ; after some ex
remarks by Mr. Grundy, it was
nd then passed.
The Navy
ion bill was also passed.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 11.
ils from Ohio, Pennsylvania and
aying for the abolition of slavery
rict of Columbia, were presented
itted. The Committee on the
,vere discharged from the further
m of a joint resolution repealing
esolution of 1819, relative to the
a public printer. The bill for
ation and repair of the Cumber
in Ohio, Indiana and Mississipen up.
A motion to strike out
and third sections was rejected,
ys 32, and the bill was ordered
issed for a third reading. The
) proceeded to the consideration
'e business until the hour of ad«
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is reported, authorizing the Seche Treasury to compromise the
iwed under the treaty with the
le Two Sicilies: also, a bill Io
ct, allowing an additional drawgars refined in the United States
orted, passed Jan. 21, 1829.—
?rland road bill was read a third
ssed. The consideration of the
ite the number and compensation
’s of the customs was resumed;
various ineffectual attempts to
is ordered to be engrossed for a
g-

FRIDAY, FEB. 13.
losing <>fthe morning business,
»roceeded to consider the report
y Mr. Calhoun, on the subject
> patronage. Mr. C. addressed
t length in support of it, and
I by Mr. Benton in opposition,
itbard and Calhoun replied to
In the course of Mr. Bentons
r. Poindexter called him to or
is spoken which were written
nded to the chair. The Vice
eclared the Senator from Mis*

mxpi to be in order. An appeal was taken j
(Correspondence of the U. g. Gazette.)
UNION' ACADEMY, KENNEBUNK.
by Mh Webster from the decision, which,
Washington, feb. 8,1835.
The Trustees of Union Academy are here
after debate, was reversed by a vote of 24 to
PROBATE NOTICE. ”
I mentioned in my letter of yesterday,
21. At a quarter past five o’clock, the Sen SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1835. that I would if possible send you a copy of by notified, to meet in the Hall of said Acad
emy
on
the
24th
inst.
at
6
o
’
clock
P.
M.
—
At a Court of Probate held at South-Berwick,
ate adjourned.
UNIONACADEMY.
the Post Office Bill. [ find it would be im lhe transaction of important business re
within andfor the County of York, on thefirgt
The remark of Mr. Benton for which he
The first term of Union Academy will close practicable to do this. But, as it is the most quires a punctual attendance.
Monday of February, in the year of our Lord
was called to order, was, that a portion of on Wednesday next, 25th inst. We are re important bill which is likely to passat this
John Butler, President of the Board.
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the
Mr. Calhoun’s report, was « a bold attack quested to say, that the public examination session, I have determined to make an ab
Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
upon the truth.” The reason on which the
of said Court:
(^RETURNS WANTED._£ft
stract of it as it now stands, and will pass
ft iw ^HEJate Corresponding Secretary of T^ANIEL CURTIS, named executor in a
decision of the Chair was founded, was, will commence on the same day, at 9 o’clock, the Senate.
All interested are invited to attend.
the Marne Temperance Society has not re
that the words were nut designed to im A. M.
certain instrument purporting to be the
Section 1. Appoints a Commissioner of
peach the personal veracity of Mr. Calhoun, On Wednesday evening, there will be an ex the General Post Office, fby the President ceived answers to his interrogatories contained rST7-W1
testament of Ebenezer Day, late
in a circular dated October 20th, 1834 from of Kennebunk, in said county, yeoman, dehibition, commencing at half past 6, precisely.
and were therefore not out of order.
and Senate,} to superintend the collection of the Temperance Societies in Acton, Alfred, ceased, having presented the same for pro
The vacation will be two weeks. The sec all debts, and pay them into the Treasury,— Berwick, Biddeford, Buxton, Cornish, Eliot, bate :
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
ond term will commence on Wednesday, to audit the accounts of the Postmaster Gen Holhs, Kennebunk-port, Kittery, Lebanon
ORDERED,—That lhe said executor give
MONDAY, FEB. 9.
Limerick, Limington, Newfield, Parsonsfield notice to all persons interested, by causing a
March 11. In order that suitable provision eral, etc. and fixes the salary at $3000.
A bill, establishing the government of the may be made for instruction, all living in the
Sect. 2. Provides that the Solicitor of Saco, Sanford, Shapleigh, South ' Berwick’ copy of this order to be published three weeks
territory of Ouisconsin, was considered till ! vicinity, who expect to attend the Academy the Treasury, shall receive from the Com Wells and York. The Secretaries of those successively in the Kennebunk Gazette, print
Societies are respectfully requested to furnish ed at Kennebunk, that they may appear
the hour of adjournment.
1
next term, are requested to leave their names missioner, certified copies of accounts of him with their answers as soon as convenient, at a Probate Court to be held at Saco,
debtors, and cause suit to be commenced that he may complete his 3d annual report m said county, on lhe first Monday of March
with the Principal, immediately.
TUESDAY, FEB. 10.
making quarterly returns.
’ without much delay.
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
The House was engaged most of the day,
Bucksport, Feb. 9, 1835.
M
assachusetts Senator.—The House
Sect.
3.
Allows
the
Commissioner
two
and shew cause, if any they have, why the
on the bill to regulate the disbursement of
Clerks at $1/50 each; eight at $1200
said instrument should not be proved, approv
public money and prohibit allowances not of Representatives proceeded, according to
ed and allowed as the last will and testament
HYMENEAL.
each
ten
at
$1000
each,
and
a
messenger
assignment,
on
Tuesday
last,
to
elect
a
U.
authorized by law.
ot the said deceased.
at
$800,
annually.
S. Senator in place of Mr. Silsbee. Gov. Da
MARRIED—In Saco, Mr. Simon Gross to
Attest, Wm Cutter Allen, Register.
A true copy,—Attest,
vis was again elected on the part of the House. _ Sect. 4. Allows the Solicitor of the Miss Catharine Tapley.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 11.
In Charleston, S. C. Charles R. Brewster,
Feb 7
Wm-Gutter Allen, Register.
Mr. Foster, from the Committee on the The whole number of ballots was 542 ; ne Treasury, beyond his present establishment, Esq.
formerly of Buxton, to Miss Anna Prentice.
Judiciary, reported the following resolution. cessary to a choice 272 ; John Davis had 302 ; one clerk at $1750, and two clerks at $1000
In Boston 12th inst. Mr. Joseph C. Ayer of
Resolved, That the Committee of the Ju John Quincy Adams 17.1 ; Wm. Baylies 30 ; each annually.
Newfield, to Miss Rachel Ellis of Boston
Temperance Hymn Hook.
Sect.
5.
Provides,
that
on
the
10th
of
In
Canterbury, N. H. by themselves, Mr. Josi
diciary be discharged from the further con
J. C. Bates 28 ; others 11. The Senate as March next, the Post Master General shall ah Haines, to Miss Polly Ames. This sacred
sideration of that part of the President’s
right was performed in the presence of a number A COLLECTION of Hymns, for TemperMessage, which relates to the extension of signed Friday (yesterday) as the time for an deliver over to the Commissioners, all books ot respectable friends, in a plain republican man r c Rnce Meetings, published by the Coun
election
on
their
part.
„
containing
the
accounts
of
the
Post
Office,
the Judiciary System of the United States,
ner. standing face to face in a solemn and res cil of the Massachusetts Temperance Society.
and all papers relating thereto, and state
J
posture, they rehearsed the marriage Just received and for sale by
and of the bill from the House of Represen
Connecticut.—A Whig State Convention ments of all sums due, &c. and on the same pectable
vows declared themselves man and wife with
„
,
D. REMICH.
tatives to amend the Judicial System of the
Kennebunk, Feb. 21, 1835.
was held at New Haven, on Wednesday and day—shall deliver to lhe Solicitor all the out the formal assistance of a Clergyman. Af
United States, it being manifest that the
ter the truly novel and interesting ceremony
Thursday
of
last
week.
One
hundred
and
delinquent
accounts
for
suit.
time to elapse before the constitutional ter
was over, and their hands were Unclasped, Mr.
WRAPPING PAPER.
Sect. 6. Directs every Postmaster, at Ordway, an Osgoodite speaker, rhade an appro
mination of the present Congress, is insuffi seventy-seven delegates attended from ninety^FAMS Wrapping Paper, just
priate
prayer.
The Convention nominated, the end of every three months, to render an
cient to mature and pass any law on the six towns.
received and for sale by
... .
subject to which the message and bill refer. unanimously, Samuel A. Foot for Governor ; account to the Commissioners, and to pay
WM. LORD.
Feb. 13, 1835.
Mr. Foster said, this resolution was re Thaddeus Betts for Lieutenant Governor ; over the balance as lhe Commissioners may
ported by a majority of the Committee, and Thomas Day for Secretary, and Isaac Spencer direct. Neglect for one month after the
Beverly, on Sunday noon, Hon.
Printing Type for sale.
DANE, the distinguished Jurist and
as he dissented from it he moved the follow for Treasurer of State. Messrs. Noyes Bar quarter, renders the Postmaster liable to
Civilian,
and
one
the Fathers of the American
OR sale by the subscriber the following
ing amendment :—Strike out all after the ber, John M. Holly, Ebenezer Jackson, jun. forfeiture of double the amount of the post Constitution, agedofEighty-two.
founts of Type.
e
ages received in his office for any one quar
word resolved, and insert:
In
this
town,
on
Sunday
last,
Miss
S
ophia
Joseph Trumbull, Samuel Tweedy and Eb ter. Neglect for two successive quarters,
400 lbs. Long Primer, (the same as used in
Hill.
G That the Committee on the Judiciary,
this paper,) at 12^ cts. per lb.
enezer Young were nominated as candidates to furnish such account, to be punished by
In Saco, Mr. Bly, aged 60.
to whom was referred that part of the Presi
300 lbs. Small Pica, about half worn.
for
Congress.
Several
spirited
resolutions
dismissal.
forthwith
In
Apalachicola,
Mr.
Benjamin
N.
Fairfield,
dent’s Message which relates to an extension
230 lbs. Small Pica, about one quarter worn.
Sect. 7. Commissioners in such cases of aged 34 years.
of the Judicial System of the United States, were adopted and a committee was appointIn Eliot, Mr. Timothy Staples, aged 83.—Dea 100 lbs. Pica,—has been but little worn.
74 lbs. Double Pica,—but little worn.
be instructed to report a bill by which the en to prepare an address to the People. The neglect, to place the accounts of such delin con Samuel Harmond, aged 87.
5 lbs. Two-Line Brevier Capitals—good as
benefits of said system may be equally ex proceedings of the Convention were marked quent within one month, in the hands of In Limington, 7th inst. Mr. Joseph Libby,
aged 85 years.
new.
by great harmony and unanimity and the Solicitor for suit.
tended to all the Slates in the Union.”
A variety of Cuts suitable for a Newspa
Sect.
8.
Postmasters
where
the
nett
pro

best spirit prevailed among the delegates.
per,—good as new.
SHIP NEWS.
ceeds of the Office are $1000 a year or up
THURSDAY, FEB. 12.
Also, several Composing-Sticks.
The Foreign Intelligence in our col wards to be appointed by the President and
A bill was reported by the Commitl ee on
KENNEBUNK, FEB. 21, 1835.
The above articles will be sold cheap—hav
Public Lands, granting a bounty in land to umns to-day will be read with interest. In ad Senate for four years. All others to be ap
ing a much larger quantity of Type, than is
Ar.
at
Boston,
15th,
sch.
Packet,
Blaisdell
the organized mililia men, mounted militia dition to the comments of the leading French pointed by the Postmaster General. Bonds hence; loth, Moro, Emery, hence.
necessary in a country Office.
men and rangers, who defended the frontier Journals (which will be found in the prece lobe hereafter made to the United,States.
Any person wishing to purchase will find
At Havana, 24th ult. barques Bohemia Per
Sect. 9. Directs the notice of letting kins, Boston, soon ; Stag, Burnham, Europe, via it to their advantage to call on the subscriber.
during the last war with Great Britian. A ding columns) upon the President’s Message,
mail contracts, to be advertised in the usual Matanzas, next week ; brigs Caroline, Bragdon,
JAMES K. REMICH.
debate of considerable length arose on a
we find the following in the New York Mer manner. Proposals to be opened and regis unc. ; Lima, Lord, dis.
'
Kennebunk, Jan. 30, 1835.
motion to reject this bill, but no question
Ar. at Boston, 17th, schs. Phaeton, Emery, and
cantile Advertiser :
P. S. Letters relative to the above must
tered in lhe presence of the Postmaster Gen Echo,
was taken. The House then proceeded to
Jordon, Saco. Cid. 13th, sch. Elizabeth, be post paid.
Capt. Stoddard, of the Havre, reports that eral, or one of the Assistant Postmasters Leavitt,
Saco.
consider the bill relating to the State depos
the President’s Message was landed at Havre General, and the Commissioner or Solicitor „7^d- at
ite banks.
Orleans, 24th ult. barque Diantha,
on the 6th ; that it created much sensation on
GREAT NATIONAL WORK.
Williams, Havre. The' Diantha sailed from the
Mr. Binney opposed the bill, but offered Change, at Havre. It was reported at Havre of the Treasury. The biddings to be sepa Bar,
on the 30th ult.
AMERICAN MAGAZINE
rate
for
each
route,
contracts
to
be
separate

an amendment of the following tenor.
that notes had been exchanged between
OF USEFUL AND ENTERTAINING KNOWLEDGE.
1st. Requiring lhe returns of the State Mr. Livingston and Admiral de Rigny, the ly made. No combination or consolidation
Illustrated with numerous Engravings,
PORTJLAND
MAGAZINE.
Banks to be much more minute and exten purport of which was understood to be that bids lobe received. A duplicate of the
BY THE BOSTON BEWICK COMPANY.
publisher’s notice.
sive.
the bill would have been brought forward in book in which lhe bids are registered, to be
npHE success which Jias attended the best
2d. Requiring lhe Banks to retain spe lhe Chambers on the 12th, with every pros lodged with lhe Commissioner, within thirty I^OUR numbers of the Portland Magazine JL Magazines from the English press, has
have been already presented to the pub led to preparations for issuing a periodical
cie in their vaults to the amount of one pect of success, but that in consequence of days alter lhe letting, noting lhe bids which JL
excitement occasioned by the threat in are accepted ; and copies of lhe contracts lic, and if we can judge from the testimonials more particularly adapted to the wants and
fourth of their circulation and of their pub the
the President’s Message, the subject would within 90 days, together with the original of approbation received from our cotempora taste of the American public. While it will
lic and private deposites.
ries and lhe public, it has met with as much
not be brought forward during that excite
The register of biddings to be favor as any work of the kind hitherto pub be the object of the proprietors to make the
3d. Requiring the banks to pay two per ment ; and further, that if our Congress gave proposals.
work strictly what its title indicates, it will,
cent, interest on public deposites.
their sanction to the measure proposed by the open for public inspection immediately after lished. From the means within his com nevertheless, contain all articles of interest
4th. Requiring certain guards on the se I resident, the French Government would the lettings.—No contractor to have any mand, the publisher flatters himself that he to its patrons, which appear in foreign Mag
consider it a declaration of war, and make compensation until he shall have executed shn.ll hereafter be enabled to increase the in- azines.
curities given.
terest and reputation of the work, if he re
his contract, &c.
5th. Requiring if the deposites shall be immediate reprisals.
Extensive preparations have been entered
ceive the support he has reason to expect into, both with Artists and Authors, to fur
Capt.
S.
slates
that
he
thinks
the
general
Sect.
10.
Whenever
a
new
contract
is
removed by the Secretary of the Treasury,
was against paying the claim until made, or an existing one changed, notice to from an intelligent and wealthy public. Most nish, from all parts of the Union, drawings
that he shall render his reasons to Congress : opinion
of his correspondents are people of high lite
they could hear further from this country, in
and if the same shall not be approved, the order to ascertain how Congress would treat be given in the newspapers, and new propo rary reputation, and the editorial department and illustrations of every subject of interest,
which the publishers confidently believe will
sals
to
be
received
in
the
usual
form.
Deposiles to revert to the Bank.
will be conducted with the same untiring ef
the subject. Those who had been in favor
them to issue a work honorable to its
Sect. 11. Provides restrictions against fort to please and to improve that has hith enable
6th. The Secretary of the Treasury to of an immediate payment, were now against
title, and acceptable to the American people.
extra
allowances,
so
that
none
shall
be
al

erto
characterized
it.
The
editor
will
here

it,
as
they
were
unwilling
to
be
driven
into
publish monthly the returns from the Banks
The American Magazine is published
it. It was reported at Havre, that Mr. Welles lowed unless a previous order shall have after devote her whole time to promote the monthly—each number containing between
in two of the papers^
usefulness
and
interest
of
the
work
The
forty and fifty imperial octavo pages, at Two
The amendment was, on motion of Mr. the American Banker at Paris, had sold out been made and issued, ordering the service,
publisher will spare no pains to keep up the Dollars per annum, payable in advance.
Polk, divided into sections as given above, largely in the French Funds, in consequence and specifying the allowance, &c.
has already attained for its neat
of the threatened difficulties between the two
It comprises—Portraits and Biographical
Sect. 12. Limits the number of Clerks in reputation
iand eleganthemechanical
and the question being taken on the first countries.
workmanship.
Sketches of distinguished Americans; Views
the
General
Post
Office.
(
Blank
not
filled.}
section, it was agreed to. The second sec
l°°ks principally for encouragement to
It was the opinion of the prominent Amer
Public Buildings, Monuments, and Im
Sect. 13. Sum required for lhe service the States of Maine, New Hampshire and of
tion, after being amended so as to substi ican merchants at Havre, that the claim would
provements; Landscape Scenery—the bound
tute “ one fifth” for iC one fourth,” was a- have been settled but for the threat in the of the General Post Office, in each year, to Veimont; and from the increasing taste for less variety and beauty of which, in this
polite literature, evinced by the support these country, will form an unceasing source of in
be appropriated by law.
greed to, yeas 109, nays 99. It was op President’s Message.
Sect. 14. Directs suit to be made in the Jbtates have yielded to Western periodicals of struction and gratification ; Engravings and
posed by xMr. Cambreleng, on the ground
Messrs. William P. Haines ; Horatio manner before prescribed, against any per- .the kind, and from the increase of the sub- descriptions of the character, habits, &c. of
that its adoption would destroy the bill.
B
igelow
, and -------- McDonald were ad son who may have received money for pre scribers to his own Magazine, he has just Birds, Beasts, Fishes, and Insects, together
The House then adjourned.
grounds to hope that he will he amply sus
mitted to practice as Attornies at the Bar of tended services nev^r performed, or for any tained. He is determined, by making his with every subject connected with the Geog
raphy, History, Natural and Artificial resour
extra
allowances
exceeding
what
is
provided
the
Court
of
Common
Pleas,
at
a
term
ofsaid
FRIDAY, FF.B. 13.
work as worthy of favor as anv that ean be ces of the country, illustrated in a familiar
by the act, or by fraud, collusion,or mistake. obtained elsewhere, to offer sufecient induce and popular manner.
Reports were presented by Mr. Conner Court held at Alfred last week.
in behalfofthe majority, and Mr. E. Whit
Sect. 15. Directs the expenditures for ment fot this section of the country to yield a
FREEMAN HUNT, Agent
tlesey of the minority of lhe Select Commit
the mail transportation, and ail other expen support to their own literature, in preference
of the Boston Bewick Comp^tnu.
Kennebunk Lyceum.
to
that
of
the
West
If
the
othe/eities
"nd
No. A7 Court-street.
tee, appointed at the last session to examine
A Lecture will be delivered before this ses incident thereto, to be kept within the towns m the part of the country he has nam(p^Any person remitting the Agent, by
the Post Office Department. The bill Institution, at the Hall of Union Academy on limit of the revenues of lhe General Post
ed, will extend half the encouragement to his mail, post paid, ten dollars, shall receive six
granting a bounty to certain soldiers engaged Monday evening next, (Feb. 23,) by Dr Office.
periodical that it has received in Portland, copies for one year—and continued as long
m service during the last war with Great Samuel Emerson, on “ Capital Punishment
Sect. 16. Provides that the books of the there will not be any work of the kind in as
the money is regularly forwarded.
Britain, was laid on the table, ayes 131, —commencing at 15 minutes before 7.
Treasury, containing lhe Post Office ac the country better sustained than his.
Sept. 9.
The subject of Dr. Emerson’s Lecture is counts, shall be kept separate and distinct,
nays 86.
The Portland Magazine will contain his
The report of the majority of the Com one which, at the present day, is exciting and every warrant for payment relating to torical and other tales, original and selected—
NOTICE.
much enquiry and discussion. It will un lhe General Post Office to be signed by the Essays, original or selected from the best
mittee of the House of Representatives, doubtedly
LL persons indebted to the subscriber by
be skillfully handled by the Lectu
works—Sketches—Reviews and notices of
above alluded to, on the Post Office De rer. There will probably be a debate on the Postmaster General and Commissioner.
note, or on account, of more than six
months standing, are requested to settle and
partment, concludes with a condensed state m1bjewtr at the co.nclus’on of the Lecture,
Sect. ¡7. Commissioner to have power new and good works—original and selected
Poetry. Well written communications on pay the same previous to the first day of
ment of the result of their investigations.— lhe Wiscasset Intelligencer states that there to transfer debts due from Postmasters, who various
interesting subjects will be furnished.
J hey declare in substance that the finances was a very interesting debate upon the sub do not make deposiles in Bank, by drafts in The miscellaneous department will he open March next.
All demands having been standing that
ject
of
Capital
Punishment,
in
the
Lyceum
in
of lhe Department have been managed with
favor of contractors to pay contractors for to articles of every description calculated to length of time and unpaid at that date, will
that
place,
on
Friday
evening
of
last
week.
out frugality, system, intelligence, or ade
services previously rendered.
render the work useful—and agreeable con immediately be left with an Attorney for col
quate public utility ; that the mail contracts The discussion lasted the whole evening and
tributions from the satirist, the essayestand lection.
was adjourned till the next regular meeting.
The Baltimore American of Thursday, the poet—descriptions of American and oth
are now and have been at all times which
JOSEPH WILSON.
Feb. 21.
&
*
publishes lhe following extract of a letter er scenery, tales, legends and translations are
Wells, January I, 1835.'
have fallen under their observation, most
respectfully solicited. The editor intends to
from Washington :
loosely constructed ; that the mode of pre
Temperance Heelings.
continue a series of historical and other tales, NOTICE.
“ Our squadron in the Mediterranean are and
paring advertisements for mail contracts has
she will spare no labor to render it a use
Simultaneous meetings of the friends of ordered to Gibraltar, to prevent sequestra
practically inverted the ends of the law
ful and popular work.
Temperance
will
be
held
throughout
the
HE subscriber having contracted with
tion
in
a
French
port,
or
blockade
in
a
which enjoined it, and has rendered the sys whole extent of our country, on Thursday
the town of Kennebunk, to support the
TERMS.
Spanish. Commodore Elliot hoists his
tem of lettings, on the more important routes, the 26th instant.
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives
The Portland Magazine will be published
htlle more than an empty form or a bitter
broad
pennant
on
the
Constitution,
and
pro

The Temperance Society of Kennebunk,
on the first day of each month at $2 50 per notice that he has made suitable provision for
mockery; and that the practice of granting will hold a meeting on the evening of said ceeds from New York to the Mediterranean. annum, subject to a deduction of fifty cents them at the town Work-House, and hereby
extra allowances has run into wild excesses ; day, at half past six o’clock, at the Vestry of Captain Kennedy is to command the Pea to those who pay in advance or on the deliv forbids all persons harboring or trusting any
some illegitimate, and therefore without the second parish. A punctual attendance cock and Boxer, and proceed to the Chi ery of the third number. Each number will of the Paupers of said town, as he is deter
mined to pay no bill for their support
apology, and others legitimate, but very pt all the friends of Temperance in this vicin nese seas, for the protection of our com contain 32 royal octavo pages..
ity is particularly requested.
ALEXANDER G. FURNALD.
Any person who will obtain six subscribers
merce
in
that
quarter,
and
lhe
whole
naval
questionable as to their expediency.
Feb. 21, 1835.
Kennebunk, May 1, 1834.
and
remit
the
amount
of
subscription
to
the
establishment is to be put on a war footing.”
publisher shall be entitled to a seventh copy.
Inducement to Matrimony. A jTexas
WOOD &
mu
*\
DI
’
RESS
°n
the
subject
of
Temperance
Letters and communications to be directed
letter writer states that the tide of emigra
ff^The
Quebec
Gazette
contains
a
sin

to Edward Stephens. In all cases of business
will be delivered in the New Vestry, in Bid
tion to that country from the United States deford, by Rev. Mr. Clark of Wells, to-mor gular article, which hints rather than asserts the postage must be paid.
HOSE who calculate on paying for
is very great. Nor can this be a matter of row evening exercises commencing at 7 o’ that Dr. Nelson and Mr. Chipman, two of Portland, January 1, 1835.
their papers in Wood and Country
Produce, are requested to deliver it immedi
surprise when it is added that the Mexican clock.
peb 21.
the leading citizens of Canada, had recently
will be expected.
government assigns to each settler, if mar
visited Washington city, in order Iq consult .1LFRED
Y. ately—otherwise Cash
JAMES K. REMICH.
ried, a league square, 4446 acres of land, (IMMEMORIAL TO CONGRESS.MO with Gen. Jackson relative to a breach of
Kennebunk Gazette Office, ?
as a bounty. If the emigrant be a single
HE Spring Term of "this Institution
A Memorial has been prepared for signa the connexion between lhe Canadian Prov
January 24, 1835.
y
will commence on Thursday, the 5th
man when he arrives, he gets only 1110 ture in this town, the object of which is to inces and Great Britain.
We shall proba
day of March, 1835, under the care of Mr.
acres ; but if he gets married afterwards, he petition the Congress of the U. States, to pass bly hear more of this.—Atlas.
Benjamin Proctor, a faithful and approv FLOUR & MOLASSES.
receives the very pretty dowry, not from an act ofNon-Intercourse with France, until
UST received, a quantity of prime Gened
Tuition ^3 a quarter. Board
the bride, but from the government, of the Treaty of 1831 shall be complied with_ It is reported that the British trade with from
, Instructor.
nesee Flour. Also, Porto Rico Molas
$1 to $1 34 per week.
and not to resort to War or Reprisals.
China has been stopped by the Chinese Gov
3336 acres more 1
ses, of good quality, by f WM. LORD.
N. D. APPLETON, Secretary.
Salem Gazette.
ernment.
Jan. 22, 1835.
Alfred, Feb. 19, 1835.
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selves warm and stagger to thp grave-

_________ POETRY._________ yard with his remains. A son dies of

New Type and Stereotype ¡ NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE.
Foundry, in Boston.
THIS Vegetable Medicine stands unrival

HE Type and Stereotype Foundry for
drunkenness, and the father skulks to
merly located in Lancaster, is removed
the sideboard and drinks off the .dregs
to No. 3, Water Street, Boston, where
O Thou, Eternal One ! whose presence bright,
of the dead man’s bottle. One man j subscribers are prepared to furnish New and
All space doth occupy—all motion guide ;
Unchang’d thro’ Time’s all devastating flight,
drinks that his appetite may be sharp- Second Hand PRINTING TYPE, BRASS
Thou only God !—there is no God beside.
ened and his stomach toned and br^- and ZINK RULE, LEADS, &c. &c.
Being above all beings ! Mighty One !
ced
to. av fuller-11,1
and healthier action,
T Having made
r an arrangement with Mr.
Whom none can comprehend, and none ex- ,
• -i
Jesse Holmer for the manufacture of Type,
plore ;
though his neighbors by a similai and other articles usually furnished by Type
Who fill's! existence with thvself alone ;
course
is shrivelled and almost action- Founders, and as he is well experienced and
Embracing all — supporting—ruling o’er—
Being whom we call God—and known no less. The glutton drinks before din- interested in this department, customers are
ner to create the sensation of hunger, fssured that particular pains will be takmore 1

A REMEDY FOR

led for the following complaints, viz :
HE excrutiating pain —the decrepitude
—Dyspepsia or Indigestion ; Diseased Liver ;
and deformity, and the premature
the
Bilious Disorders ; Jaundice ; Dropsy ; Asth
ma ; Costiveness ; Bilious Cholic ;for Worms ; old age, which are the usual attendants of
Pains in the Side, Stomach, and Breast ; Loss this disorder, are suffered by many from a
ofAppetite I; Colds and Coughs ; Hoarseness ; dispair of a cure, or disappointment in;the
Shortness
of Breath ; Nervous
Com efficacy of the numerous pretended antidotes
plaints, S^c.
used to effect this purpose. But those who
This, medicine is of a warming, cheering have made a fair trial of
and invigorating nature : whereas, it is well DR. JEBB’S CELEBRATED LINIMENT,
known many other cathartics have directly even in cases of long-standing, and of the
an opposite tendency ; and it has a most pow
erful influence, exceeded by no other medi most severe character, have received certain
j i
i • i
r.
r
A) i en to answer all orders in a prompt and
and he drinks after dinner to quiet the |
manner.
AIn its sublime research, Philosophy
cine, in removing Nervous complaints. It. is relief, and many have been cured in a few
May measure out the ocean deep—may count sensations of repletion. In short there | They have on hand, a large quantity of pleasant to take, and in its operation so much days, some in 24’ hours ! as a number of
The sands, or the sun’s rays—but God ! for Thee is no end to such absurdities. Men Pica,
Small" ™
Pica, Long
Primer,
Burgeois, so, that it may be administered to thé tender persons in Boston and vicinity, who were
Tv
r
”
There is no weight nor measure ; none can
formerly afflicted with the Rheumatism,
will talk and argue and even stagger Brevier, Minion, Nonpareil, and Pearl Type infant with safety.
mount
have very fully testified. Certificates are in
CERTIFICATES.
Up to Thy mysteries. Reason’s brightest spark into eternity, singing peans to the praise of various faces, which has been used for
Thb’ kindled by Thy light, in vain would try and glory of drink. If gunpowder, or Stereotyping, and is but very little worn,
the possession of the proprietor, proving the
Portsmouth, N. H. Aug. 19, 1833.
is
offered
at
a
large
discount.
which
To trace Thy counsels, infinite and dark :
Dr. Charles Holman,—About three years most thorough and surprising cures by
fire
arms,
or
steam
engines,
occasioned
An assortment of Newspaper and Toy since, I was induced to try a bottle of your
And thought is lost, ere thought can soar so
means of this powerful Liniment, in cases
high,
the lowest fractional part of the evils Book Cuts, Stage Cuts, &c.
Nature’s Grand Restorative, for a complaipt at where other approved applications had ut
Even like past moments in eternity !
METALLIC
RULE,
a
good
article
for
ardent spirit occasion, the manufactu Advertisement Rules to Newspapers, Tables, j' the stomach, to which 1 had been subject terly failed. The Liniment is also used
Thou from primeval nothingness didst call,
rers, and all connected with their use &c. which can be offered for half the price of’’ (probably occasioned by an obstruction of with success for bruises, sprains, numbness,
f ¡ some of the unimportant organs.) I found
First, chaos, then, existence —Lord, on Thee
in any way, would be hunted from Brass.
Eternity had its foundation : all
i great relief from the use-of it, and ever since stiffness of the joints, chilblains, &c.
All
orders
for
the
above
will
be
thankfully
Price 50 cents a bottle.
Sprung forth from Thee :—of light, joy, and every virtuous and humane communi
have kept it in my house as a family medi
%
harmony,
ty, by the force of public indignation. received.
cine
;
—
its
beneficial
effects
have
been
experi

(f/^A large discount will be made for cash.
Sole origin—all life, all beauty, Thine.
Did any one solitary disease make but STEREOTYPING in all its branches, ex enced by several members of my family. Re
DUMFRIES’
Thy word created all, and doth create :
gyEXS
!
half the ravages ardent spirits make ecuted with accuracy and dispatch, in the spectfully your Ob’t. Svt.
Thy splendor fills all space with rays divine,
WILLIAM WALKER. (
Thou art, and wert, and shalt be, glorious I on life and health, the skill and genius most perfect manner. Particular attention is
OR
sore
or
inflahied
Eyes,
gives
im
great!
I, the subscriber, of Portsmouth, N. H. do
of the medical faculty would be paid to Stereotyping Works illustrated with
Life giving, life sustaining potentate !
mediate
ease
and
relief.
On
recent
hereby
certify
that
my
son
was
afflicted
with
Cuts.
stretched to its utmost, and the men of Wood
Publishers are requested to examine works the scrofulous humor, for two years, and I sore eyes, the effect is most salutary.—
Thy chains the unmeasur’d universe surround ;
prayer
would
crowd
round
the
altars
recently Stereotyped at this Foundry, as it have in the same time used many medicines Where' the complaint has been of years
Upheld by Thee, by Thee inspir’d with
fast and thick as doves to their win is believed no works have been out of it but recommended for said complaint with the ad standing, and in some exceeding bad cases,
breath !
Thou, the beginning with the end hast bound,
dows, and there would be terror and such as would do credit to any Foundry in dition of six bottles of Swain’s Panacea and the most unexpected and desirable relief hasAnd beautifully mingled life and death !
all to no effect until I was induced to call on been found in the use of this Eye Water,
mourning
over the land, but because the country.
As sparks mount upwards from the fiery blaze,
Orders executed on the most liberal terms Dr. Charles Holman, who recommended his
So suns are born, so worlds spring forth from it is alcohol—the dear good friend, in as toprice and payment.
Nature’s Grand Restorative and after using after every other remedy had failed. Ma
Thee ;
health and sickness, in joy and in sor
one bottle only my son was restored to per ny persons who have used it, pronounce i§
SHEPARD
OLIVER,
&
Co.,
And, as the spangles in the sunny rays,
fect
health. I therefore conceive it a duty I the best preparation for these complaints
No.
3,
Water
Street,
2d
door
row,
in
warm
weather,
and
cold
weath

Shine round the silver snow, the pageantry
owe to the public to recommend this medi they have ever met with, especially in ca
from Washington-street.
Of Heaven’s bright army glitters in thy praise. er, and all weather, men hug it to their
Jan. 27.
cine for the above complaint and likewise for ses of soreness or inflammation of long
hearts and shout after temperance
A million torches, lighted by Thy hand,
costiveness and generally as the best family standing. Price 25 cents a bottle.
men, as Micah shouted after his idols, stoves stoves i i medicine. Portsmouth, Aug. 1833.
Wander unwearied through the blpe abyss;
They own Thy power, accomplish Thy com
ffj^None are genuine'unless signed on
JOSIAH WEBSTER.
ye are taking away my gods, and
mand,
the
outside printed wrapper by thesofo ProThis may certify that my wife had been for
. Gillpatricli & Hillard,
what is this ye do unto me, what aileth
All gay with life, all eloquent with bliss ;
What shall we call them ? Piles of crystal light ? thee, Micah ?”
HAVE for sale, at their Store in Kenne several years afflicted with a cough occasion prietor, I. Kidder, immediate successor
A glorious company of golden streams ?
bunk, (next door east of Phineas ally, and had a seated hard one, for two or to the late Dr. W. T. Conway. For sal^
McKee1s Press at Pat. N. J.
three months, so that she could not rest day at his Counting Room, over No. 99, Court
Lamps of celestial ether, burning bright?
Stevens’ Silver Smith’s Shop,)
Suns lighting systems with their joyous beams?
or night, she obtained some relief from medi street, near Concert Hall, Boston, and also
A large assortment of STOVES ;• consisting of
But thou to these art as the moon to night.
COM MISSION ERS5 NOTIC E.
cine prescribed by an able Physician, yet she by his special appointment, by
€ookln^ Stoves;
mHE. subscribers having been appointed I
was apparently rapidly going into a consump
Yes I as a drop of water in the sea,
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
JL by the Hon. Wm. A. Hayes, Judge of Parlour Stores / Sox Stoves, tion. While in this state I heard of Holman’s
All this magnificence in Thee is lost:
suitable
for
Meeting
Houses,
School
Houses,
SAMUEL
POPE, Kennebunk-port.
Probate
for
the
County
of
York,
Commission

Nature
’
s
Grand
Restorative,
purchased
one
What are ten thousand worlds compared to
,.z bottle ; she began to be relieved, within a day
ers to receive and examine the claims of the Stores, Shops, &c. &c.
Thee ?
also—An assortment of
DR. JUDKINS5
or two from taking this, and in two weeks
And what am I then ? Heaven’s unnumber’d several creditors to the estate of
her cough was entirely cured, and for seven SPECIFIC OINTMNT,
FIRE FRAMES.
host,
JAMES JONES, ’
Though multiplied by myriads, and arrayed
months since she has enjoyed better health
late of Eliot, in said County, deceased, repre
Ctyst Iron Oxen Jllouths.
THIS valuable medicine is celebrated
In all the glory of sublimest thought,
sented insolvent, hereby give notice that six
Persons wishing to purchase are invited to than she has for a number of years before,
Is but an atom in the balance weighed
for curing the following diseases:
with no return ofher cough. Not one whole
months
are
allowed
to
said
creditors
to
bring
call
and
examine
forthemselves.
They
have
Against thy greatness—is a cypher, brought
in and prove their claims, and that we shall on hand an extensive assortment, of different bottle was used. Rochester, May 23, 1833. White Swellings bl every description ; Sore,
Against Infinity. What am 1 then ?—Naught.
GERSHOM HORN.
Legs' and Ulcers of long standing ; Glandu
attend that service at the dwelling-house of sizes, all of which will be sold at very low
the said deceased, in Eliot, on the last Mon prices.
lar tumors ; Felons or Catarrhs ; Rheumat
Naught !—but the effluence of thy light divine,
VEGETABLE POWDERS.
Pervading worlds, hath reach’d my bosom too; days of this and the four following months, at
(UT^Stove Apparatus furnished at
THESE Powders are a most valuable ic pains of the Joints ; Sprains, Bruises
Yes ! in my spirit, doth Thy Spirit shine,
one of the clock in the afternoon of said days. short notice. (f/^FumTel made and repaired. composition for young or old, male or female. and Petters $ Chilblains or parts affected by
As shines the sunbeam in a drop of dew,
MARK DENNETT, ? CommissionKennebunk, Sept. 26, 1834.
They are useful and sáfe for violent colds, fe frost. It is also good‘for Scalds and Burns.
Naught ! but 1 live, and on hope’s pinions fly,
MOSES HAMMOND, $
ers.
vers, foul stomach, head-ache, jaundice, pain
For glandular swellings, it is superior to
Eager towards Thy presence ; for in Thee
Eliot, February 2, 1835.
in the stomach and bowels, dysentary, cholic,
I live, and breathe, and dwell; aspiring high,
any medicine yet known. It is much safer
loss
of
appetite,
cold
hands
and
feet,
palpi

Even to the throne of thy divinity,
STRAY COLT.
tation of the heart, rheumatism, female com than mercurial applications', fas it does not
[Price reduced to 25 cenis.]
Iam,.O God ! and surely Thou must be.
TRxAYED from the subscriber on Friday,
Which cures in less than one hour’s appli plaints, caused by colds, and all kinds of hu 'contain the smallest atom of that mineral,)
the 9th inst., a Colt, two yearsold, with
Thou art 1 directing, guiding all, Thou art.
mors.
because it does not lay the patient liable to
cation. See directions.
Direct my understanding then to Thee ;
dark mane and tail, with both ears cropped. HHE character of this celebrated OintHOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
injury from exposure to cold.
Control my spirit, guide my wand’ring heart ;
Any person that will give information of said JL ment stands unrivalled for being a safe,
Ointment stands at the head of all
It cures the Worst Felons or Whhlqws on
Though but an atom midst immensity,
Colt, shall be satisfied for their trouble.
speedy and pertain cure for that loathsome !
. remedies for the following diseases the application of forty-eight hours. Rheu
Still I am something, fashioned by Thy hand !
JOTHAM MOULTON, 2d.
disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of which human nature is heir to, viz. :—Rheu matisms which have stood so long as to be
I hold a middle rank ’twixt heaven and earth,
Sanford, January 24, 1835.
On the last verge of mortal being stand,
pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar matism, both Chronic and inflammatory— come a systematic disorder, require medi
Gout—Sprains—Bruises, and contracted Ten
Close to the realms where angels have their
ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
NOTICE.
cine to be taken inwardly to remove thembirth,
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS, dons of long standing.
LL
persons
are
hereby
forbid
passing
Just on the boundaries of the spirit land 1
It discusses all tumors—renders stiff joints entirely. But in most cases, by applying
which are so eminently useful for removing
through my land on the private road all Jaundice and Billious complaints.
limber by producing a healthy muscular ac this ointment externally as directed, it will
The chain of being is complete in me ;
leading from my house to Gooch’s.beach, so
tion.
give relief.
A
fresh
supply
is
just
received,
and
for
sale
by
In me is matter’s last gradation lost,
called ; as l am determined to prosecute all
It assuages pains in Boils and Abseses. N6thCERTIFICATES.
JOHN
LILLIE,
Kennebunk,
Arid the next step is spirit;—Deity 1
who pass or repass, with teams or carriages,
ing equals it in swelled and inflamed Breasts
I can command, the lightning, and am dust f
ENOCH GOOP ALE, Saco.
WASHINGTON,. MARCH 22, 1820’.
without my consent.
in females if applied in its early stage, pre
A monarch, and a slave ; a worm, a God !
Wholesale by
W. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
Sir—My son being afflicted for morr
JOHN MITCHELL.
Whence came I here, and how ? so marvel
and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings, vents suppuration or matter forming, and than five years with White Swelling, and«
Kennebunk,
Feb.
7,
1835.
lously
=
Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, J. P. gives in all cases immediate ease from pain.
Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all orders to Certificates of this fact could be given if ne having applied every remedy recommended
Constructed and conceiv’d ? unknown ? This
be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass. cessary.
clod
by the most eminent physicians within my
IRQ?? SCREW. ■
Lives surely through some higher energy,
This remedy is offered to the public with reach, without success, I at length prociwd
OR
sale
by
the
subscriber,
a
large
Iron
For, from himself alone it could not be.
NOTICE,
the full assurance that it far excels the opo one jug of Dr. Judkins’ Patent Specific Oint
Screw and Nut, suitable for a Press for
LL persons indebted to the subscriber, deldocs and liniments of the present day, for
Creator ! yes ! Thy wisdom and Thy word
ment, and state, for the benefit of the afflict
a Clothier or a Book Binder. Said Screw is
on
account,
are
requested
to
call
and
the above diseases.—A trial is only wanted ed, that before one jug was used a perfect
Created me 1 The source of life and good J
a good one, and will be sold much below its
adjust the same previous to the last of March
to give it the decided preference to every
Thou spirit of my spirit, and my Lord !
real value.
next.
Thy light, Thy love, in their bright plenitude,
thing else. Many physicians of eminence core was effected. My son has enjoyed
JAMES
K.
REMICH.
The subscriber has a touch of the Western have used this ointment and extol its merits. good health ever since. I have no doubt,
Fill’d me with an immortal soul, to spring
Kennebunk, January 30, 1835.
fever which he some expects will carry him
Over the abyss of death, and bade it wear
to the Ointment alone he is indebted, as
CERTIFICATE.
The garments of eternal day, and wing
off in the spring—it is, therefore, necessary
nothing
else was used for more than nine
I
the
undersigned
certify
that
my
daugh

fMÆFTTÆ.»,
Its heavenly flight beyond this little sphere,
that his accounts should be settled previous ter aged 7 years was violently attacked with months before the application of the Oint
Even to its source—to Thee—its Author there.
to the date abovementioned.
a pain in her knee^ which caused the muscles ment.
Respectfully;
MOSES NASON.
OF THE following descriptions, viz. :
to contract so as to draw the leg under her
O thought ineffable ! O visions blest I
JOHN COCKE.
Kennebunk-port, Jan. 31, 1835.
similar to a person kneeling—we became aThough worthless our conceptions, all, of WHITE Beech Timber, 4 inches thick
M
essrs
.
O.
&
S.
C
rosby.
Gent.—I
Thee,
larmed for her fate—were recommended to
and from 10 to 15 inches wide, s$wReal Estate fbr Sale.
Yet shall Thy shadowed image fill our breast,
ed alive.
try “ Holman’s Bone Ointment,” it was im am much indebted to you for your kindness
And waft its homage to thy Deity.
Rock Maple Boards, 1 inch thick, of any
mediately procured and applied,—and to my in sending me some of Dr. Judkins’ Specific
God ! thus alone, ray lowly thoughts can soar ; width above 12 inches.
HE subscriber offers for sale astonishment, speedy relief was obtained, and Ointment—it has proved most valuable to
Thus seek Thy presence—Being wise and
his House and the'land ad in a very short time the muscles were so re my Son who has been for many years afflict
Also, second growth White Ash, 2£ inches
good 1
joining, pleasantly situated in the
thick and 10 inches and upwards in width.
laxed that the limb became perfectly re ed with the Chilblains, and was obliged to
Midst thy vast works, admire, obey, adore ;
village of Kennebunk. The dwel stored.— 1829.
Any person wishing to contract for the
And when the tongue is eloquent no more,
wear India Robber Shoes, winters, until I
above, will please call on the subscribers ling-house is two stories high, well finished
ROBERT GURNEY.
The soul shall speak in tears of gratitude.
made use of this Ointment, which has pro
and was built but a few years ago. The
soon.
Portsmouth, N. H. 1831.
ved an entire remedy. And it has proved
whole or a part of the land would be sold
MILLER & HALL.
Vegetable
Elixir,
or
Rheumatic
Drops.
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
with the House, as would best suit the pur
Kennebunk, Jan. 21, 1835.
ills ELIXIR is useful in all cases of the best remedy for Sores and wounds of.
chaser. Possession would be given in De
pain if taken inwardly or applied ex every description that I ever made use of..
u Words fitly spoken.”—The following
TAKE NOTICE.
cember next. It will be sold at a fair price
ternally.
Yours very Respectfully,
article, from Zion’s (Portland) Advocate, con
HE subscriber, having contracted with and on good terms. Persons wishing to pur
In cases of common head-ache, bathe the
PARLEY GODDARD.
tains hints worthy the serious consideration
the overseers of the poof’ of the town chase are invited to call and examine the head and snuff it up the nose ; it will gener
Worcester, Mass., April 8, 1834.
premises.
ally
relieve
in
a
few
minutes.
Hold
some
in
of Wells, to support all the paupers belong
of all friends to good order :
August 2, 1834.
Also—A Pew, on the lower floor of the the month for the tooth-ache, then w'et cot
ing to said town, for the term of one year from
The evils of selling ardent spirits and date
Meeting-House
of
the
Second
Parish.
hereof, and having made provision for
ton-wool and put it on the tooth ; it will gen
Sold wholesale and retail by JOHN
the inefficiency of our late statute, if that purpose, hereby forbids all persons har
(f?3Persons indebted to the subscriber are erally relieve in a short time.
LILLIE, Kennebunk-, Nathan Kendall,
requested
to
call
and
make
immediate
pay

not indeed all previous ones regulating boring or supporting any of said paupers on
When' the joints are swelled or pained with
ment, in order that he may be enabled to Rheumatism, rubbing them wfith this elixir Alfred• Win. C. Stimpson, & Co. No. 3 34,
the traffic by license, suggests the pro his account.
South Side, Faneuil Hall; Rogers, & Co..
meet the demands against him.
will relieve the pain and bring down the
priety of humbly asking the present Wells, Dec. 16, 1834. JAMES HOBBS.
H. CHADBOURNE.
swelling. When a joint is strained, by bathing No. 78 and. 79, Commercial Street ; S. N..
Legislature to declare what the public
Kennebunk, August 22, 1834.
it with this Elixir the pain will be removed, Brewer, & Brothers,No. 90 and92, Wash
weal so much requires, and its best
the swelling taken down, and the strength ington. St. ; Maynard & Noyes, No. 13T
STorc for Sale or to I^et,
Cornhill, Boston.
restored.
voice seems so imperiously to demand,
HE Store recently occupied by Mr. Wm.
People troubled with weakness and pain in
that all places for vending ardent spirits,
Williams will be let on reasonable their backs, may be cured by bathing with
SLEIGH SHOES.
be liable to indictment or abatement as are
terms, or will be sold at a low price. The
this Elixir two or three times a day.
AS for sale at his Shop in Kennebunk
TEEL Sleigh Shoes, and Swedes Steel,
Store
is
in
good
repair,
and
is
a
good
stand
other public nuisances ; unlicensed dis
In cases of pain in the stomach or bowels,
port, a large assortment of
for sale by the subscriber.
for business. For further particulars enquire by taking from half to a whole table spoonful
orderly places of their sale are now
STOWES, viz :
WILLIAM LORD.
of
JOHN LORD.
or by bathing the parts affected, the pain will
liable to indictment even at common 7 different patterns of COOKING STOVES
Jan. 23,1835.
Kennebunk, December 4, 1834.
soon
be
removed.
and a variety of FIRE FRAMES.
law—too generally unknown it is to
Vegetable Bitters.
ALSO
be feared—while the few licensed ones,
DR. MORSE.
JOIST WANTED.
This preparation is calculated to correct
SIX
PLATE
&
BOX
STOVES,
H. MORSE, M. D. has located him- ffie bile and create an appetite, by restoring
FEW thousand feet of small joist or
besides yielding no revenue, are found suitable for Meeting-houses, School-houses,
self in Kennebunk, and will be happy the digestive powers ; and may be freely used
scantling, either Pine, Spruce or Hem
to occasion like disorder, and seem to Stores, Shops, &c., which he will sell as rea
to attend to the calls of all who may favor
lock, wanted immediately by
both
as
a
restorative
and
to
prevent
disease.
merit no greater favor. We have a sonable as can be purchased in Boston or him with their patronage.
MILLER & HALL.
(Cj^The above medicines are prepared
statute giving the traveller remedy for elsewhere.
Jan. 24, 1835.
Dr. M. may be found at the house recently and for sale by CHARLES HOLMAN, Pen
ALSO,
occupied by Dr. Lillie, near Rev. Mr. Pow hallow street, Portsmouth, N. H. where may
any injury to his person, team or other
A good assortment of TIN WARE—
azim nacks
be found a general assortment of vegetable
vehicle on encumbered roads, and vyhy Copper Tea Kettles.—Sheet Iron Funnel made ers’ Church.
Dec. 20, 1834,
tf.
HpiIOMAS
’ (old) Farmer’s ; Spofford’s
medicines,
and
also
by
the
following
gen

should he be left exposed to vastly and repaired at short notice.
tlemen :—At Kennebunk, by John Lillie ; JL Yankee, and Miniature Almanacks for
6m
greater ones at every turn of our high Kennebunk-port, Aug. 23,1834.
D. REMICH.
at Wells, by Joseph Wilson ; at Great Falls, 1835. For sale by
ways ? Does not this well deserve the
■&1F7INTER Strained and Refined Oil, for by Timothy Walcott, (General Agent,) Ste
Nov. 20, 1834.
v v
sale by
MILLER & HALL.
Colburn’s First Fessons.
attention of our Legislature ?
phen Wingate and R. Bradford ; Dover,. J.
Jan. 24,1835.
H. Wheeler and Asa A. Tufts Portland,
HOOPS WANTED.
Buxton.
COLBURN’S First Lessons in
David Griffith.
FEW thousand good White Oak Hhd..
just received and
SLEIGH SHOES.
%*A11 directions signed in the hand wri- .
Hoops wanted by the subscribers, iff
Why men gelTHunk.—A drunken for sale at the Arithmetic,
publishers’ prices, by
ting of the proprietor.
< offered soon. None but a first rate article
TEEL Plated Sleigh Shoes for sale by
man freezes to death in the streets :—
D. REMICH.
CHARLES HOLMAN.
MILLER & HALL.
will be taken.
MILLER & HALL.
his companions drink to keep them- Kennebunk, Feb. 7,1834.
Jan. 23, 1835.
January 1,1835.
eowly.
Jan. 24,1835.
~
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